
DISINCRUSTANTS AND CLEANERS

DESCAL FORTE

USES  	 	

It is very useful to clean cement remains in concrete mixers, plank moulds and other tools. DESCAL FORTE removes 
easily plaster and other materials used in the building place.

SURFACE pREpARATiOn			 	

The surfaces, to be clean, must be wet previously. Do not apply on the following materials: hydraulic mosaic, ena-
melled bathroom fittings, marble, and anodized aluminium.

DESCALIng pRODuCT FOR CEmEnT, pLASTER, OxIDE AnD CALCAREOuS REmAInS

It has been formulated from an acid combination that allows maximum descaling power to remove cements, 
concrete, soluble salts and oxides.

inSTRUCTiOnS FOR USE    

To clean the inside of a concrete mixer the product can be diluted with 5 parts of water, with the concrete mixer 
on or off. The quantity of mixture must be enough to wet the entire machine surface. 
To clean tools which can be cleaned by immersion, the same mixture must be applied in a polyester or plastic con-
tainer during a period which may vary from 6 till 24 hours. Afterwards the tool must be cleaned with a lot of water, 
and protected with a pure plank mould remover or mixed with diesel oil, never with water, to avoid corrosion. 
The product must be used with the preventive measures of the acid products. 
Avoid skin contact; use rubber gloves and protective goggles for its manipulation.



SpECIfICATIoNS

COnSUmpTiOn    

The product is usually used pure but when the dirt is soft it can be diluted at most in 
1/15 parts of water.

COLOUR   

Colourless.

 pACking AnD STORing 		 	

DESCAL FORTE is packed in hermetic plastic barrels., according to EC packing and storing 
directives for chemical products.

HygiEnE AnD SAFETy    

See product label.

Specifications

Aspect: Transparent liquid

Colour:  Brown yellow

Specific weight at 20ºC: 1,12 ± 0,02 g/cm3

pH: < 1,0. Strongly acid
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